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Abstract
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a finite group to admit a representation as
the automorphism group of a k-tournament, k ;;::: 3.
1. Introduction
The notion ofa k-tournament, k ~ 2, generalises that of a tournament, in the setting
of hypergraphs: a k-tournament is simply an oriented complete k-uniform hyper-
graph. This notion has been considered by various authors, although there appear to
be few results for k > 2. In [4] Barbut and Bialostocki considered regularity in
k-tournaments, motivated by a question of Graham concerning universal cycles.
Frankl [5] and Saks and Sos [8] have considered oriented k-uniform hypergraphs
with regard to Ramsey-type questions concerning unavoidable subgraphs.
In this paper we address the following question, posed by 1. Nesetril: Which finite
groups admit a representation as the automorphism group of a k-tournament, k ~ 3?
For k = 2, the same question was answered by Moon [6], and for infinite groups (also
with k = 2) by Babai [2]. In [3], Barbut and Bialostocki showed that there is
a k-tournament on n vertices whose automorphism group contains an element of
order n if and only if k and n are relatively prime. We prove here that for a finite group
G and an integer k ~ 3 there is a k-tournament with automorphism group G if and
only if IGI and k are relatively prime. We note that this generalises Moon's result for
tournaments (in our terminology, 2-tournaments), which states that there is a tourna-
ment with automorphism group isomorphic to Gif and only if IGI is odd.
2. Definitions and notation
Definition 1. A k-tournament T on n vertices consists of an n-set V (T ) of vertices and
the mk-subsets of V(T), where each k-subset is assigned one of the k! possible linear
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orders. Each ordered k-subset is called an arc of T, and we use A(T) to denote the set
of arcs of T.
By the order of a k-tournament T, we mean the cardinality of the vertex set V (T).
An automorphism of T is a bijection 0:: V(T) -+ V(T) such that(vb ... ,vd EA(T) if
and only if (o:(vd, ... ,00(Vk))E A(T). We use Aut(T) to denote the group of automor-
phisms of T.
A k-tournament is transitive if there is a linear ordering of V(T) such that
(Vb ... ,VdEA(T) if and onlyifvt < ... <Vk'
Definition 2. Let G be a permutation group acting on a finite set X. For each x EX,
the stabiliser of x in G is the set Gx = {g EG: g(x) = x}. We say that Gis semiregular, or
that G acts semiregularlyon X, if for any gEG and XEX, Gx = {e}. We say thatgE G is
semiregular if the group <g> is semiregular. An orbit of G acting on X is a set of the
form {g(x): 9 EG}, for some x EX. The orbits of G constitute a partition of X.
It is easy to see that a permutation 9 EGis semiregular if and only if, when 9 is
written as a product of disjoint cycles, all of its cycles have the same length.
Notation. If X is a set, and k a positive integer, we use (f) to denote the set of k-subsets
of X.
For a finite group G, we use IGI to denote the cardinality of G and e to denote the
identity element of G.
If G is a permutation group acting on a set X, then for each S s; X and 9EG we use
g(S) to denote the set {g(s): SES}. We will sometimes like to view G as a permutation
group acting on the set ({) of k-subsets of X, in which g: S -+ g(S) for each 9 EG and
SEa).
If G is a finite, abstract group, we use SG to denote the symmetric group on
the elements of G, and 1 to denote the identity element of SG' We use GL to denote
the left regular representation of G; GL is therefore the subgroup of SG given by
GL = {gL: 9 EG}, where gL: h -+ gh, hE G, for each 9 EG. Where there is no confusion
we use 9 to denote both the element 9 of G and the permutation gL of GL; and
if S S; G we use gS to denote the subset {gs: s ES} of G.
Finally, if T is a k-tournament (k ~ 3) and A = (Vb ... ,Vk)E A(T), then given
a permutation 0: of V(T), we use cx(A) to denote (cx(vd, '" ,cx(vd).
3. The main result
The theorem we prove is the following.
Theorem 1. Let G be a finite group, and k ~ 3 an integer. There exists a k-tournament
with automorphism group isomorphic to Gif and only if IGI and k are relatively prime.
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The proof of the theorem consists of several lemmas. The first shows the necessity of
the condition that k and IGI be relatively prime.
Lemma 1. If T is a k-tournament, k ~ 3, then IAut(T)1 and k are relatively prime.
Proof. Let T be a k-tournament, where k ~ 3, and suppose, towards a contradiction,
that IAut(T)1 and k share a common factor. Then IAut(T) I and k share a common
prime factor, say p, and it follows that Aut (T) contains an element rx of order p.
Consider the permutation of V(T) induced by rx, written in disjoint cycle notation.
This permutation must consist of p-cycles, and possibly some fixed points. Construct
a k-subset S of V (T) as follows. If rx contains at least kip p-cycles, we let S be the union
of the elements of exactly kip p-cyc1es of rx. If rx contains n < kip p-cyc1es, we let
S consist of the elements of these n p-cyc1es together with any k - np fixed points of rx.
Now the set S is fixed by rx, but it is not fixed pointwise, since any vertex belonging
to a p-cyc1e is not fixed. If we now let A be the unique arc of T corresponding to S, we
see that rx(A) is not an arc of T, because its elements are also the elements of S, but now
in a different order. This contradicts rx E Aut(T). It follows that IAut(T)1 and k must be
relatively prime. 0
We observe that the necessity of the condition that IAut(T)1 and k be relatively
prime follows in much the same way as it does for 2-tournaments.
To show the sufficiency of the condition, we will construct a k-tournament whose
automorphism group is isomorphic to G, where G is any finite group satisfying
gcd(IGI, k) = 1. We begin with three lemmas which will be used in the construction.
The first is a result of Nowitz and Watkins [7], which we state without proof.
Lemma 2 (Nowitz and Watkins [7]). Let G be a group, and A a group ofpermutations
ofG which contains GL (that is, GL ~ A ~ SG)' Let H be a generating set for G. IfrxEAe
implies that rx fixes each element of H, then A = GL.
The second lemma we need for the construction establishes a useful property of any
minimal generating set of a finite group G.
Lemma 3. Let G be a finite group, and k ~ 3 an integer, such that gcd(IGI,k) = 1. Let
H be a minimal generating set for G, where the minimality is with respect to inclusion,
and assume that IHI ~ k. Let H+ denote the set Hu{e}. Then no two k-subsets of H+
belong to the same orbit of GL acting on (~).
Proof. Let S = {c b ... ,Ck} and T = {d b ... ,dk } be distinct k-subsets of H+. We want
to show that S = gT, gE G, implies g = e. We divide the proof into three cases.
Case 1: e¢SuT. Let S = {Cb ... ,cd and T = {db ... ,dd, and assume S = gT,
where g E G. Without loss of generality, we can assume that gCi = di for i = 1, ... ,k.
Thus, g = di ci i = ... = dkC;;I.
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First notice that if Ci = di for some i then 9 = e, as desired. Thus, we assume that
Ci #- di' 1 ~ i ~ k.
Now let i #- j. Since diCi-l = djCj-l then di = djc j lCi' By the minimality of H,
diE {dj,Cj,Ci}' But di #- dj, and we assumed di #- Ci; it then follows that d; = Cj'
Since k ;::::: 3, we now have that both dl = Cz and dl = C3' Since Cz #- C3' this is the
desired contradiction, and completes the proof for Case 1.
Case 2: eESnT. Let S = {e,cz, ,cd and T = {e,dz, ... ,dd. Then S = gT im-
plies S = {e,cz, ... ,cd = {g,gdz, ,gdd. Assume 9 #- e. Since eEgT\{g}, then
e = gdi for some i, and so 9 = di- 1. We may assume, without loss of generality, that
9 = d;l. Now d;l #- e and d;l E S, so again without loss of generality we may assume
that d;l = Cz. By the minimality of H, Cz = dz, and so 9 = d;l = dz = Cz.
Similarly, gd3 = d;ld3ES\{e,cz}, and so without loss of generality d;ld3 = C3'
Equivalently, dzd3 = C3' By the minimality of H, C3 E {dz,d3} = {cz, d3}· Since Cz #- C3,
C3 = d3• But C3 = dzd3; consequently, dz = e, a contradiction. This completes the
proof for Case 2.
Case 3: eES\T. In this case, let S = {e,cz, ... ,cd and T = {dbdz, ... ,dk}. Let
S = gT. Then {e,cz, ... ,Ck} = {gdbgdz, ... ,gdd. In this case 9 #- e since ertT. Since
eEgT, without loss of generality, e = gdb and so 9 = dl l .
Now Cz E {gdz, ... ,gdd = {dl l dz, ... ,dlldd, so we may assume that Cz = dlldz.
By the minimality of H, Cz E {db dz}. If Cz = dz, then dl = e and so 9 = e, a contradic-
tion. If Cz = db then c~ = dz, which contradicts the minimality unless Cz = dz; but we
have shown that this also leads to a contradiction. This completes the proof in
Case 3 and so the proof of the lemma. D
The third lemma shows that, given a semiregular permutation group A acting on
a set V, and an integer k ;::::: 3 such that gcd(IAI, k) = 1, there is a natural way to extend
A to a semiregular permutation group A, acting on a set V of cardinality kl VI, so that
A and A are isomorphic as abstract groups.
Lemma 4. Let A be a group ofpermutations ofa finite set V, IVI > 1, and let k ;::::: 3 be
an integer such that gcd(IAI, k) = 1. Let V = ur= 1 V(i), where V(i) = {u(i): u E V}. Let
A be the permutation group acting on V defined by A = {&: IX E A} where fi is the
permutation fi:U(i)f---+(IX(U))(i). Then A and A are isomorphic as abstract groups; and if
A is semiregular, then A is semiregular.
Proof. It is easy to see that A and A are isomorphic as abstract groups. Now assume
that A is semiregular. To show that A is also semiregular, we must show that &(S) = S
implies &= I, where I is the identity element of A, for any k-subset S of V.
To this end, suppose that ~(S) = S. Then for iE{1, ... ,m}, &(SnV(i)) = SnV(i).
Now &acts on V(i) exactly as IX acts on V; and IX acts semiregularly on V. Thus, the
restriction of &to V(i), when written as a product of disjoint cycles, consists ofcycles of
some fixed length t, and t is the order of IX in A. Since &fixes SnV(i) (setwise), then
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Sn U(i) must be the union of the elements of some number of these t-cycles. Therefore,
ISnU(i)1 is a multiple oft. Thus, k = lSI = L~=l ISnU(i)1 is a multiple oft. But IAI is
also a multiple of t; thus t = 1, and so IJ. = I as required. D
We are now ready to proceed with the construction of a k-tournament whose
automorphism group is isomorphic to G, where G is a given finite group satisfying
gcd(IGI, k) = 1. The construction is given in Lemma 5 below. We are interested here in
the existence of such a k-tournament, rather than its order; we note, however, that the
k-tournament constructed below has klGI vertices.
Lemma 5. Let G be afinite group, and k ~ 3 an integer, such that gcd(IGI, k) = 1. Then
there is a k-tournament whose automorphism group is isomorphic to G.
Proof. Let G and k be given, as in the statement of the lemma. Let H be a minimal
generating set for G. We construct a k-tournament T with the required property.
We first define V(T). Following Lemma 4, we let G(i) = {g(i): gEG} for iE{I, ... ,k},
and we let V (T) = U~=1G(i). We also let GL = {g: g E G}, where gis the permutation of
V (T) given by g: x(i) --+ (gx)(i). It follows from Lemma 4 that CL acts semiregularly on
(~T»), and, consequently, that if S E (~T») and g(S) = S, then g = e.
In defining A(T), we will find it useful to classify the k-subsets of V (T) in the
following way. What we are interested in is the manner in which a k-subset is
distributed among the sets G(l), '" ,G(k). Given a k-subset S of V (T), we define the
partition of S to be the multiset {ISnG(i)I: 1 ~ i ~ m and ISnG(i)1 > O}. Notice that if
Sl and S2 belong to the same orbit ofC acting on (V({ »), then Sl and S2 have the same
partition (but the converse need not hold).
We partition (v~T») into several classes, each of which is fixed by CL ; the order
assigned to a k-subset of V (T) will depend on the class to which it belongs.
Let .ff denote the family of k-subsets of V(T) with partition {k}, if any such sets
exist. These are exactly the k-sets all of whose vertices belong to the same set G(i). The
class X will be empty if and only if IGI < k.
Let !I! denote the family of k-subsets of V (T) with partition {Ab ... ,AI}, where
1 < I < k. Note that I < k implies that Aj> 1 for some j, so these are the k-subsets
containing at least two vertices from some set G(i), but which are not contained within
any G(i).
The k-subsets of V (T) which do not belong to either X or !I! are those with
partition {I, 1, ... , I}, i.e. those whose elements all belong to distinct sets G(i). These
k-subsets we will further classify as follows.
Let Y' be the family of k-subsets of V (T) of the form {v(1), v(2), ... ,V(k)}. These
are the k-subsets which consist of k copies of the same vertex v, one from each
set G(i).
Let f!2 be the family of k-subsets of V (T) of the form {v\l), V~2), ... ,V~k)}, where
Vb ... ,Vk are all distinct. Thus, f!2 consists of those k-subsets whose vertices all come
from different sets G(i) and all correspond to different elements of G.
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Let JV' denote the family of k-subsets of V (T) which have partition {I, ... ,I} and
which belong to neither Y' nor q}. These k-subsets have the form {vi!), V~2), ... , VkkJ },
where 1 < I{Vb'" ,vdl < k.
Finally, we distinguish a subclass of q}uJV'. Let f!4 denote the family of k-subsets of
V(T) of the form {xl!), Xh(2), V~3), ... , vkkl }, where hEH and V3, ... , Vk are all different.
We have now partitioned (V~T») into the classes $', fE, Y', q}, and JV', with
a distinguished subclass :!J. Notice that each of these classes (including :!J) is fixed
(setwise) by GL •
We first define the arcs corresponding to elements of fEuY'o The ordering of the
sets belonging to fE is intended to force all automorphisms of T to map each set G(i) to
itself. That the ordering we give here really has the desired effect will be shown below.
The idea is to order each subset belonging to fE so that any elements of G(i) precede
any elements of GU) whenever i < j. Let (CI b ... , (CIt be the orbits of GL acting on the
elements of fE. For each orbit (CIj, choose a representative SjE (CIj, and let G(id, ... , G(il)
be the sets G(i) for which Sp,G(i) =1= 0, where i1 < ... < if. First, arbitrarily order Sj so
that all elements of G(id precede all elements of G(iz), all elements of G(iz) precede all
elements of G(i3), and so on, and call the resulting arc Aj • Now assign the order
g(A j ) to each other element g(S) of (CIj (gEGL ). Thus, fE contributes to A(T) the arcs
{g(A): gEGL and 1 ~j ~ t}. Since GL acts semiregularly on (v~T)), this procedure
assigns a unique order to each element of fE.
We now consider the elements of Y'. The ordering of these k-subsets of V (T) will
force all automorphisms of T to be of the form ii; for some permutation n of G. If
S = {v(!), ... , V(k)} E Y', then we let the corresponding arc of T be (v(1), ... , V(k»). The
salient point is that the order assigned to S is given by the order of the sets
G(1), ... , G(k).
The order assigned to the remaining elements of (v~T») will depend on the
cardinality of H with respect to k. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: IHI ~ k. Let H+ = {ho,h b ... ,h IH1 }, where ho = e. In this case, the class
$' is not empty. We want to define a k-tournament T* with vertex set G, and put
a copy of this k-tournament on each set G(i) of vertices. The only thing we require of
T* is that the subtournament of T* induced by the set H+ = Hu{e} be transitive,
with underlying linear order e = ho < h1 < ... < h lHI •
Now we know by Lemma 3 that the k-subsets of H+ all belong to different orbits of
GL acting on (r). We therefore define A(T*) as follows. Let (CI be an orbit of GL acting
on (r). If (CI contains a k-subset of H+, then let S denote this k-subset; if (CI contains no
such element, then arbitrarily select a k-set S E (CI. If S <:; H+, say S = {hip ... , hik },
where i 1 < ... < ib we let the corresponding arc of T * be A = (hip ... ,hiJ Otherwise
S = {gl, ... ,gk} rtH+ and we order S arbitrarily to produce an arc A. Now let g(A) be
the arc corresponding to g(S) for each element g(S) of (CI.
This procedure will define an arc for each k-subset of G; we have thus defined
the k-tournament T*. Now let S E $', and write S = {vy), v~), ... ,v~)} where
(VbV2' ... ,Vk)EA(T*). We define the arc of T corresponding to S to be
(i) (i) (i)(Vl ,V2, ... ,Vk)'
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It remains to define arcs corresponding to the k-sets belonging to ECuJV. In order
to distinguish these sets from the elements of 51', the order assigned to them will be
chosen expressly to conflict with the order of the sets G(1), ... ,G(k). In addition, we will
use the arcs corresponding to the elements of flJ to distinguish the elements of H from
the remaining elements of G.
We first order the sets belonging to the distinguished subclass flJ. If S E flJ, then
S has the form S = {x(1), Xh(2), V~3), ... ,V~k)}, where hE H. We assign to S the arc
A = (V(k) V(3) xh(2) Xli))k , ••• , 3 , , .
Finally, for any set S E (ECuJV)\flJ, we order S so that the (unique) element of SnG(2)
is in the first coordinate, the element of SnG(1) is in the second coordinate, and for
each i = 3, ,k the element of SnG(i) is in the ith coordinate. Thus, a set
{v\1), v~?), V~3), ,V~k)} would be assigned the order ( 2), v\1), V~3), ... ,V~k)) .
This completes the definition of A(T) in Case 1.
Case 2: IHI ,,;; k - 1. Again we let H = {h b ... ,h IHI} (notice that in this case we
consider only H and not H+).
In this case, the class X might or might not be empty, depending on whether
IGI ~ k. If IGI ~ k, we will again define a k-tournament T* with vertex set G,
and put a copy of T* on each of the sets G(i). However, in this case we require
of T* only that GL ";; Aut(T*). Thus, we partition minto orbits under the
action of GL , select a representative element S of each orbit, order S arbitrarily to
produce an arc A, and assign the order g(A) to each remaining element g(S)
of the orbit in question. This defines A(T*). Now given an element SEX,
we write S = {vY), ... ,vf)}, where (Vb'" ,Vk)EA(T*), and assign the order
(") (")(v;, ... ,Vk') to S.
As in Case 1, the ordering assigned to the elements of ECuJV is designed both to
distinguish these k-sets from those belonging to S, and to distinguish the elements of
H from one another.
We again begin with the subclass flJ. Let S = {X(1 ), xh(2), V~3), ... ,V~k)} E flJ. The order
assigned to S will depend on the element h of H. If h = hb the arc corresponding to
S will be Mk), ... ,v~3l, Xh(2), x(1)). If h = hi, where 2 ,,;; i ,,;; k - 2, the arc corresponding
S 'llb ((k) (i+2) h(2) (i+1) (3) (1)) Ifh-h h d'to WI e Vk , ... ,Vi+2 ,x ,Vi+1,'" ,V3 ,X. - k-b t earccorrespon mg
to S will be (xh(2), vkk), ... ,V~3), x(1)). Thus, if h = hi then the element Xh(2) of S is in the
(k - i}th coordinate of A, X(1) is in the kth coordinate, and the elements V~3), ... ,V~k) are
ordered so that v~i) precedes V)j) if and only if i > j.
Finally, the elements of (ECuJV)\flJ will be ordered in the same way as in Case 1.
This completes the definition of A(T) in Case 2.
It is clear from the definitions that T is indeed a k-tournament, and also that
GL ,,;; Aut(T). It thus remains to show that Aut(T),,;; GL . This is done through
a sequence of claims. The first two show that the ordering of the elements of !I! does
indeed force all automorphisms of T to map each set G(i) to itself.
Claim 1. Let aEAut(T). Suppose that for some iE{I, ... ,k}, a(G(i)) -# G(r) for any r.
Then there is m < i such that a(G(m)) -# G(r) for any r.
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Proof. Suppose ex(G(i)) =F G(r) for any r. Then there are U(i), v(i) EG(i) and j, I with
1<j<l<k such that ex(U(i»)EGU) and ex(V(i))EGO). Since IG(i)I=IGU)I, and
ex(G(i»)$tGUl, there is m =F i and W(m)EG(m) such that ex(W(m»)EGU). Now ex(G(m») =F GU)
because ex (u(i») EGU); however, ex(G(m») does intersect GU). Therefore, ex(G(m») =F G(r) for
any r, and it is sufficient to show that m < i.
Let S be any k-subset of V (T) containing all of u(i), v(i) and w(m). Then S E 2. Now
ex(S) contains all of ex(di»), ex(v(i») and ex(w(m»), which belong to GU" GO) and GUl,
respectively. Therefore, ex(S) E2 also. Since j < I, both ex(di») and ex (w(m») precede ex(v(i»)
in the arc of T corresponding to ex(S). But since ex EAut(T), this implies that both di)
and w(m) precede v(i) in the arc of T corresponding to S. Since S E 2, this can be the
case only if m < i. D
Claim 2. IfexEAut(T), then ex(G(i») = G(i) for each iE{1, ... ,k}.
Proof. We show first that ex(G(1») = G(l). By Claim 1, we know that ex(G(1») = G(r) for
some r, 1 < r < k. Consider the family of k-subsets of V (T) which contain exactly two
elements of G(l). There are C~I)Ck k.!~GI) such k-sets, and they all belong to 2; so in the
corresponding arcs of T, the two elements of G(1) occupy the first two positions.
Therefore, for any such set S, the first two positions of ex(S) are occupied by elements of
G(r), and ex(S) contains no other elements of G(r). So ex(S) also belongs to 2. Since the
first two positions of ex(S) contain elements of G(r), ex(S) contains no elements of
ur= t G(i). Now there are (I~I) (kk~)iGI) k-subsets of V (T) which contain exactly two
elements of G(r) and no elements of ur= t G(i). But ex induces a bijection on (v<[ »), and
we have shown that each of the C~I) (kk!~GI) sets of the first type is mapped by ex onto
one of the (I~I) (kk~)iGI) sets of the second type. This is clearly impossible unless r = 1.
Thus, ex (G(1») = G(1) as desired.
We now proceed by induction on i to show that ex(G(i») = G(i) for each iE{2, ... , k}.
Suppose ex(GU») = GU) for eachj with 1 <.j <. i -1. Then ex maps the set UJ=iGU)
onto itself. Using this and Claim 1, we see that ex (G(i») = (GUl) for some j ;;:: i. But it
now follows by the same counting argument as in the preceding paragraph that
ex(G(i») = G(i). This proves the claim. D
We now want to show that Aut(T) is of the form Aut(T) = A for some group A of
permutations of G. To do this we need to show that for any x E G, and any ex E Aut(T),
ex(x(i») = y(i) if and only if ex(xU») = yU) for any i,j E{1, ... ,k}. We show in the following
claim that this follows from the definitions of the arcs corresponding to the elements of
Y' and to those of Et7uJV.
Claim 3. Let exEAut(T), X,yEG and i,jE{I, ... ,k}. Then ex(x(i») = y(i) if and only if
ex(xUl) = yUl.
Proof. Let ex, x, y, i, and j be as 10 the statement of the claim. Since the k-set
S = {x(1), X(2), ... , X(k)} belongs to Y', the corresponding arc of T is
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A = (x(l), X(2), ... ,X(k»). Now a(x(i») = y(i) if and only if a(A) is of the form
( (1) (i-I) (i) (i+1) (k)) S' th I t f OJ th I t 'thVI , ••. , Vi - 1 , Y ,V i + 1 , ... , V k • lDCe e e emen s 0 oJ are e on y se S WI
partition {1, 1, ... ,1} which are ordered so that the ith coordinate contains an element
of G(i) for all iE {1, ... ,k}, a(S) belongs to Y. Therefore, Vj = x for each
. - 1 . l' 1 k d (j)) - (j) . d D} - , ... , 1- ,I + , ... , , an a x - y as reqUIre.
Thus, Aut(T) is indeed of the form Aut(T) = A for some group A of permutations
of G. Since GL :::; Aut(T), then GL :::; A. So we have GL :::; A :::; Sa. Therefore, if we can
show that any automorphism of T which fixes e(l) (and hence e(i) for each i = 2, ... ,k)
also fixes each element of Hil), it will follow from Lemma 2 that A = GL and
consequently that Aut(T) = GL ~ G. This constitutes the remainder of the proof of
Lemma 5. Since by Claim 3 the group A is a faithful representation of Aut(T), for the
remainder of the proof we work with either A or Aut (T), depending on which is more
convenient. We again treat the cases IHI ~ k and IHI < k separately.
Case 1: IHI ~ k. Recall that in this case the elements of (H+)(i) induce a transitive
subtournament of T with underlying linear order e(i) = hg> < hY) < ... < hf2
1
, and
that each element {x(l),Xh(2), V~3), ••. ,vlk)} of 14 corresponds to the arc Mk), ... , V~3),
Xh(2), x(1)) of T.
Claim 4. IfciEAut(T) and a(e) = e, then a (H) = H.
Proof. The proof uses the definition of the arcs corresponding to the elements of 14.
Let aEAut(T) and a(e) = e. Notice that the arcs corresponding to the elements of
14 are the only arcs of T containing vertices from both G(l) and G(2) in which an
element of G(1) is in the kth coordinate. Therefore, these arcs are fixed, setwise, by a.
Since a(e) = e, the arcs corresponding to elements of 14 and which contain e(l) are also
fixed setwise by a. Each of these arcs is of the form Mk), ... ,V~3), h(2), e(l»), for some
hE H, and certainly each element of H(2) appears in the (k - 1)st coordinate of at least
one of these arcs. This is enough to show that a(h(2») E H(2), and so that a(h) E H, for
each hEH. D
To complete the proof in Case 1, we show that each automorphism of T which fixes
e also fixes each element of H.
Claim 5. Let ciEAut(T) and let a(e) = e. Then a(h) = hfor each hEH.
Proof. By Claim 4, a(H) = H. Therefore, the restriction of a to H(l) is an automor-
phism of the subtournament of T induced by the elements of H(l). Since this
subtournament is transitive, it has no nontrivial automorphisms, and so the restric-
tion of a to H(l) is the identity. Thus, a(h) = h for each hE H. D
An application of Lemma 2 completes the proof of Lemma 5 in Case 1.
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Case 2: IHI ::;; k - 1. Recall that in this case the arc corresponding to an element
{x(!),XW),V~3), ... ,vLk)} of f!lj has x(!) in the kth coordinate and Xh~2) in the (k - i)th
coordinate, where H = {h b ... ,h IHI}' We show in Claim 6 below that this is enough to
ensure that if iX E Aut(T) and a fixes e, then a fixes each element of H.
Claim 6. Let :i E Aut(T). If a(e) = e, then a(h) = h for each hE H.
Proof. As in Case 1, the arcs of T corresponding to the elements of f!lj which contain
e(l) are fixed, setwise, by 0:. However in this case, for any fixed iE {I, ... , IHI}, the arcs
corresponding to elements of f!lj containing both e(l) and h~2) are the only arcs of T in
which e(l) occupies the kth position and an element of G(2) occupies the (k - i)th
position. These arcs are, therefore, also fixed setwise by 0:. But since each of these arcs
has hF) in the (k - i)th coordinate, it follows that o:(W)) = W). Since the choice of
i was arbitrary, a(h) = h for each hE H. D
Again, an application of Lemma 2 completes the proof of Lemma 5 in Case 2. D
Theorem 1 now follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 5.
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